Parreau [ó] established the validity of (i) and (ii) in the case P=0 and i = l, that is for harmonic functions. In this paper we consider the case P^O. If P^O, the constants are not solutions of Au = Pu and therefore degeneracy of a Riemannian manifold R with respect to a property X has been taken to be dim PX(R) = 0. In view of Myrberg's [3] result that dim PN(R) is always greater than zero and the fact that when dim PB(R) ^ 1 a one dimensional subspace plays virtually the same role as the constants do in the space of bounded harmonic functions, we shall consider two degrees of degeneracy dim PX(R) =i,
Let R be a noncompact orientable Riemannian w-manifold, P a nonnegative smooth w-form on R and i> a convex positive increasing function on [O, <x>) with <É>(0) =0. A solution u of Au = Pu is said to be 3>-bounded or bounded in the mean on R if $(\ u\ ) has a solution majorant on R. Set d = lim¡_M $(t)/t. Denote by PX(R) the subset of solutions of Au=Pu on R satisfying a boundedness property X; examples of X are N (nonnegative), B (bounded), <£ («Ê-bounded). The maximum number of linearly independent functions in PX(R) will be denoted by dimPX (P) even though PX(R) in general is not a vector space. Consider the following statements:
(i) If d< &, then dim PN(R) =iif and only if dim P$(P) = i.
(ii) If d= <x¡, then dim PB(R)= i if and only if dim P$(R)=i. Parreau [ó] established the validity of (i) and (ii) in the case P=0 and i = l, that is for harmonic functions. In this paper we consider the case P^O. If P^O, the constants are not solutions of Au = Pu and therefore degeneracy of a Riemannian manifold R with respect to a property X has been taken to be dim PX(R) = 0. In view of Myrberg's [3] result that dim PN(R) is always greater than zero and the fact that when dim PB(R) ^ 1 a one dimensional subspace plays virtually the same role as the constants do in the space of bounded harmonic functions, we shall consider two degrees of degeneracy dim PX(R) =i, i = 0 and 1. Our approach invokes some recent results in the axiomatic theory of harmonic functions. In particular we begin by showing that an easy consequence of is the two domain criterion [l, p. 213], well known for harmonic functions on Riemann surfaces. Nakai [5] has shown that Parreau's results are valid for almost arbitrary nonnegative real-valued functions <£ but in our extension to P^O we have been unable to relax the original requirements on $>.
1. We first introduce some terminology and results from LoebWalsh [2] . Let 3C be a harmonic class on W satisfying Loeb's Axiom IV, i.e. lGSCw-Let e be the greatest 3C-harmonic minorant of 1 and assume ep^O. It is also assumed that the Banach lattice (&3C.w of bounded functions in 3Cw does not reduce to the constants. (Note that in the case Au = Pu, Pf^Q, this already follows from the fact that e^l.) Let W* be the 033C^-compactification of W, T = W*-W and A = {¿Sr| e(i) = 1 and/A«g(0 =/A«(0 for every/, g G<B3Cw}.
The symbols A, bA will denote the closure and boundary of A with respect to W = WUA and by dA we mean bAC\W. By 1.1 and 2.1 of [2] we see that for any region Q,GW, bQ, is associated to Xn (i.e. if s£3CH, is bounded from below and lim s -0 at bQ,, then 5^0).
Theorem 2.3 of [2] states that the restriction mapping gives an isometric isomorphism of (BÍKV onto C(A) which preserves positivity and the lattice operations. From 1.2 and 2.5 of [2] we see that every point of A is regular for the Dirichlet problem.
We now introduce the Definition. A region Q.GW is in the class SOwz if dQ is regular for the Dirichlei problem and there exists no nonzero element of (B3C¡¡ which vanishes continuously on dQ.
As a consequence we have the Since á = », the above implies that {| «(x) | /w"(x)} is bounded, i.e.
îî"(ï)->w(x)>0.
We now establish the
Theorem. 7/P^O, then (ii) ¿s valid for ¿ = 0 a«d 1.
Indeed Lemma 3 gives dim PBiR)>i implies that dim P^(R)>i. It remains to show that dim P$(R)>i implies that dim PBiR)>i, i = 0, 1 for then a simple logical manipulation gives the assertion. If dim Pi>(i?)>l, then there exists a ^-bounded solution v which changes sign. Indeed if vi and v2 are linearly independent 4>-bounded solutions that do not change sign, then we assume they are of opposite sign. We fix xGR and XG(0, 1) such that \vi(x) + (l-\)v2(x)=0.
By the convexity of $ the solution i> = Xz/i + (l -\)v2 is$-bounded and must change sign by the Harnack principle. Set fii= {#<()} and 2= {i>>0}. In view of Theorem 4 and Theorem 1 we have dim PBiR)>i.
To complete the proof we need only show that dim PBiR)>0 follows from the assumption that dim P<ï>(i?) = l. The result of Nairn cited above on "^-bounded solutions being the difference of nonnegative ones allows us to assert the existence of v, a positive «^-bounded solution on R. By Sard's theorem there is a c>inf v such that the hypersurface k_i(c) is smooth. Thus there is a bounded solution v' on a component Q of the set {fl>c} such that v = v' -0 and v' has continuous boundary value c on dQ. Since $(d-v') =<p(i>) we again apply Theorem 4 and Theorem 1 to conclude that dim PBiR)>0.
